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Khiva, birthplace
of al-Khwarizmi,
father of algorithms

Q. What is the best that Computer Science
can do for the world's endangered languages 

and the people who speak them?

Part 1: Doing Language Work
(with computers)

1. Make it findable

OLAC: Open Language Archives Community
Indexing 262,733 items in 60 language archives (2001-present)              –Bird & Simons

OLAC: Open Language Archives Community
http://search.language-archives.org/



OLAC: The Long Tail of Languages
Coverage in relation to Language Size

OLAC: Open Language Archives Community
Community-based Standards Process to agree on Metadata vocabularies

2. Make it usable

NLTK: Natural Language Toolkit nltk.org
Bird, Klein, and Loper and hundreds of others (2001-present)

NLTK: Natural Language Toolkit nltk.org
From dictionaries to mobile apps

Kayardild Dictionary App
Mornington Island



Kayardild Dictionary App
Data validation and conversion using NLTK

3. Do it more efficiently

The Transcription Bottleneck It gets worse

FLEx  Fieldworks Language Explorer
Transcription linked to lexicons 
(translation)

ELAN  Linguistic Annotator
Transcription linked to signals

The Fundamental Technical Challenge
for documenting any language

1. What did you hear? Use ELAN (transcription)
2. What does it mean? Use FLEx (translation)
3. How to do both? Come to our training course

Once you've mastered the software, there's another challenge: scaling up.

Ideally we should be getting transcriptions of all the recordings, but that is not 
always feasible or affordable... Most funders will pay for transcription work in the 
heritage language, so add that line item to your budget to get more recordings 
transcribed by someone else. – Alexander King (2015). Add language 
documentation to any ethnographic project in six steps, Anthropology Today 31, 
8–12.

Can Computer Science address this scaling problem?

4. Scale it up



Recording 100 languages in PNG
Creating new data management problems...

Mobile software:
Melanesia,
Amazonia,
Central Asia

Karakalpak
50k speakers
Uzbekistan

Tembe
60 speakers
Brazil

Usarufa
1200 speakers
New Guinea

Kagate
1500 speakers
Nepal

–video Lauren Gawne

Off-grid Social Media in New Guinea

Florian Hanke
PhD student

Janice Waibo
Usarufa

$80 Smartphones

Part 2: Doing Computer Science
(with low-resource languages)



Research Challenges

A. Modelling data

A1. interlinear text + lexicons
A2. annotated speech
A3. integrating them

B. Implementing workflows

B1. automating transcription
B2. delaying transcription
B3. bypassing transcription

C. Designing software

C1. shared language API
C2. component architecture
C3. participatory design

A. Modelling data

A1. interlinear text linked to speech
A2. lexicons for endangered languages
A3. integrating them

Research Challenges

Bird, Bow and Hughes (2003) Four-level model of interlinear text, EMELD
Bird and Liberman (2001) A formal framework for linguistic annotation, Speech Comm

A2 Lexicons A3 Putting them together

Use Cases from field 
linguistics:
1. transcription
2. sparse 
transcription
3. indeterminacy
4. variability

Research Challenges

A. Modelling data

A1. interlinear text + lexicons
A2. annotated speech
A3. integrating them

B. Implementing workflows (with Duong, Adams, Cohn, et al)

B1. automating transcription
B2. delaying transcription
B3. bypassing transcription

Bilingual aligned audio
Output of Aikuma app



Phonetic recognizers and bilingual alignment Driving down alignments to word level
Aligning foreign language speech to English orthography

Duong, Long, et al (2016) An attentional model for speech translation without transcription, NAACL
Adams, Oliver, et al (2016) Learning a translation model from word lattices, INTERSPEECH

Cross-language word spotting in untranscribed audio Research Challenges

A. Modelling data

A1. interlinear text + lexicons
A2. annotated speech
A3. integrating them

B. Implementing workflows

B1. automating transcription
B2. delaying transcription
B3. bypassing transcription

C. Designing software (with Bettinson, Lee, et al)

C1. shared language API
C2. reusable components
C3. participatory design

C1 
Language 
API

Bettinson and Bird (2017), 
Developing a Suite of Mobile 
Applications for Collaborative 
Language Documentation, 
ComputEL, Honolulu.

C2 Reusable components
Identified in CDU App workshops (April, September 2016)

● streaming audio
● links to television schedules
● user profile (picture-taking, audio 

record name, preferred languages)
● favourite: commentators
● sharing
● new person profile
● select language(s)
● user authentication
● record voice
● get location (including get state)
● languages new you
● lookup person
● report inappropriate content
● delisting own commentary
● contact admin
● report missing language (providing  

lots of information)
● like button
● audio list

● new person profile
● user authentication
● get location
● display map
● languages near you
● play video, audio
● record voice
● submit for approval
● share item

● new person profile
● user authentication
● record voice
● link image
● link text
● search lexicon
● play audio
● Switch UI by language 

selection

● user authentication
● record voice
● Photo taking for student 

profile creation
● link image, link text
● share item (social sharing and 

‘deep linking’ to lessons)
● search lexicon
● select image region by 

capturing touch gestures
● create derived image and 

image masks
● standard actions performed in 

flashcard apps



C3 Participatory Design
Four Indigenous Language Apps designed at CDU workshops

Calling to Country

Larrakia

LaibwanTV

Kriyol

Dhoyu

Yolngu

Gamirrinji

Marra

C3 Participatory Design
Four Indigenous Language Apps designed at CDU workshops

Zahwa: Sharing knowledge about food preparation
zahwa.aikuma.org

Part 3: Next steps

What is the future of language?

Future linguistic diversity over time
Thousands of languages kɮ



The myth of universal translatability

Colonialism 2.0

... this campaign [to put every human being online] is really an act of 
self–serving techno-colonialism...

There’s something distasteful about the whole business: a global 
campaign by Silicon Valley jillionaires to convert everybody into data 
consumers.

It’s not as though anybody asked two-thirds of humanity whether they 
wanted to be put online. It makes one want to say, There are still 
people here on God’s green earth who can conduct their social lives 
without being marketed to. Can’t we for God’s sake leave them alone?

Lev Grossman, Time, December 2016
http://time.com/facebook-world-plan/

How could we create a world that
sustains its languages?

Four "language situations"

Diaspora Melting Pot

Kriyol / Creole

Ancestral

Four "language situations"

Ancestral

Diaspora Melting Pot

Kriyol / Creole

Four "language situations"

Darwin Maningrida

Katherine

Arnhem



Australian Language Families

The future of language
Three research projects at the intersection of language, technology, and design

1. Measuring language vitality
○ the four language situations: A, D, M, K
○ apps for wellbeing, connection to country, identity
○ co-design digital methods for language learning incl kinship
○ app log files = remote sensing

nawarddekenacademy.com

treasurelanguage.org

aikuma.org

3. Developing a platform for web apps
○ technology components, capacity building
○ extending Zahwa: MAGNT, Mirarr, Maningrida Coll, Injalak
○ co-design with Warddeken students and parents
○ building an open source community

2. Creating conditions for sustainable diversity
○ theory of recognition
○ treasure language project, Wulagi project
○ app idea: test your Indigenous literacy
○ text autocompletion as recognition


